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About This Game

VIRUS OF SURVIVORS:LIFE SIMULATOR is a brand new simulation game, where you can explore the human body and
fight against viruses and infections.The game begins on the emergency class, where a sick man lies, who waiting for a medicine
of vital… You will be the medicine capsule which can redound the healing, and you enter into the human body by infusion and

you have to begin the fight with the micro world to save your patient life!

At the beginning of the game you recognise the type of disease you have to defeat, for example flu and many more illnesses.
You get insights how to functioning cells, tissues and the organ system.

This is an educative game, where you can discover the blood circulation, examine how the human organism is flooded with
viruses and how it protects itself.

Your journey in the human body will be amazing, because you can cure more organs, for instance heart and lungs.
Use the medicine lasers to shoot the assigned bacterial strains and in the blood vessels reach the appropriate internal organs to

beat the threatening diseases!
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You can travel in an anatomically correct human body

Beautifully animated internal organs

Fight against viruses and infections

Fun way to explore the human body

Fun shoot’em up gameplay
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Developer:
Theodor Niklas
Publisher:
Theodor Niklas
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2017
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Video of my first impressions and control issues: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eGIWUv9UhBE&feature=youtu.be

My playtime is so low because I could barely play this due to control issues:
The mouse does not lock onto the game screen, so once the mouse reaches the window edge you are unable to keep looking
around. The mouse is also visible the entire time you are playing and moving around.

I was unable to get my xbox controller to work even though there are control maps in the options.

Other than control issues, the game seemed interesting. I beat the first level and made it to the second.
The premise is that you need to destroy the MRSA virus with some kind of pill gun (left click), while simultaniously destroying
cholesterol with a lasor (right click). Graphics are not super fine, but I found them appealing. The second stange looked really
neat, so I'll give them that.

Audio is about average, with funny dialogue spoken every once in a while.

If the dev could fix the control issues, I would have been interested enough to play more. But as it stands (and at $10), I cannot
recommend.
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